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One day, the French artist Henri Matisse cut a small bird out of a piece of paper. It looked lonely
all by itself, so he cut out more shapes to join it. Before he knew it, Matisse had transformed his
walls into larger-than-life gardens, filled with brightly colored plants, animals, and shapes of all
sizes! Featuring cut-paper illustrations and interactive foldout pages, Matisse’s Garden is the
inspiring story of how the artist’s never-ending curiosity helped turn a small experiment into a
radical new form of art.

From School Library JournalGr 1–3—Seemingly on a whim one day, artist Henri Matisse cut a
bird out of white paper, pinned it on his wall, and created a brand-new art form. Eight of his cut-
paper works, some appearing as gatefolds, are reproduced in this charming, kid-friendly
informational picture book that briefly describes how Matisse began working in his new style and
how it and he soared as a result. Amodeo fully captures Matisse's inventive joy with her cut-
paper illustrations, which work beautifully with the text and pop from the pages with brilliant, vivid
colors, and kinetic energy. In a whimsical spread, the illustrator depicts the man flying to
demonstrate how unfettered he felt as his scissors glided effortlessly through paper. Having
started with white paper, Matisse eventually asked his assistants to paint paper against which to
set his ever-larger cutouts that culminated in a studio "garden." (In a delightful touch, the
assistants are shown in a scene reminiscent of the artist's La Danse.) Kids get cut- (or torn-)
paper art intuitively and love playing with bright colors when creating their own masterpieces,
and they'll appreciate that this book validates their own ideas about the freedom that comes with
artistic experimentation. A brief biographical paragraph and material about the artworks close
out the book. This title also makes for a great read-aloud before collage projects and in art units
on major artists and color theory. Excellent.—Carol Goldman, Queens Library, NYReview'Eight
reproductions of Matisse's cut-paper work appear throughout, some on gatefolds, and a brief
biography closes out this strong study of an artist's thought processes and growth." ―
Publishers Weekly Published On: 2014-09-01STARRED REVIEW"In its inventive approach to
teaching art history, this book should inspire teachers and students alike to experiment with
color, shape and form in the same free and expressive mode as the master." ― Kirkus Reviews
Published On: 2014-10-01About the AuthorSamantha Friedman is an assistant curator in the
Department of Drawings and Prints at The Museum of Modern Art in New York. She is a
contributing author of many books on art.Cristina Amodeo is an illustrator and graphic designer
based in Milan, Italy.Henri Matisse (1869–1954), one of modern art’s most important figures,
was a painter, draftsman, sculptor, and printmaker who began creating paper cutouts in the
1940s. Read more
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Henri Matisse



The B Family, “Art teacher approved, students LOVED it!. This book was a saving grace for one
of my lesson plans during COVID-19 online schooling. The book gives a good overview of
Matisse in a fun way that my students throughly enjoyed. I'm already planning to incorporate this
book into future lesson plans when we are back to our brick amd mortar building.”

Lisa LH, “Beautiful Illustrations!. This is a great children's book about Matisse's paper cut-out
period. It has wonderful illustrations and some of the pages fold out to show his most famous
works. If you are looking for biographical information, you may want to choose another book.
However, I think this one is worth it just for the pictures.”

Kathleen Norris, “BEAUTIFUL FOR ANY AGE. A beautiful book for any age. I bought it for two
grand-nieces. One is 3 and one is 6 but I know both will love it. I suspect it will inspire them as
they make their own art. But I'm thinking of getting copies to give to adults as well.”

Meghan M., “Used this in our Homeschool co-op and the kids LOVED it! They were eager to
create their own .... Used this in our Homeschool co-op and the kids LOVED it! They were eager
to create their own Matisse inspired creations. The fold out prints bring the works to life. I
recommend this to anyone trying to bring art to children.”

Janny, “Source of Inspiration for colorful collage class.. While this is book falls under the
"children" category, it is a spectacular review of Matisse's cutouts. I use this as a Source of
Inspiration when teaching collage to my adult students!”

Geraldine C. Bobnar, “Love It Was suited for my purpose but child like illustrations. As noted
above”

dandylion, “... class as part of an art lesson and they loved it!. Used this with a first grade class
as part of an art lesson and they loved it!”

Christina Carnes Ananias, “Gorgeous!. Beautiful book!”

Ser De Luz, “Wonderful book. I love ir! It is meant to be for children but I gound it inspiring and
fascinating. Excellent quality and worth every penny. X”

Lauren Wells, “Gorgeous picture book. Gorgeous fold out pages and representations of
Matisse’s cutouts. Great visuals and lovely story. A pleasure to read with my four year old who
loves reading.”



Niamh, “Great for creative minds. This is a wonderful book! The story and pictures are awe
inspiring. My four and two year old enjoy it greatly and I most definitely enjoy reading it to them.”

Victoria Clouston, “Open the gate into a new Secret Garden.... Bought for my grandchildren, the
book nearly remained with me - and is clearly also beloved of the children's mother! What a
brilliant book, which I hope will lead the children towards Matisse's works as a whole.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 91 people have provided feedback.
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